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Maria V. Snyder Quotes

       There is a reason for everything. You might not be able to figure it out,
and time might have made us all forget it, but the reason is there all the
same. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Positive thoughts lead to positive results. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Trusting is hard. Knowing who to trust, even harder. 
~Maria V. Snyder

But you've slipped under my skin, invaded my blood and seized my
heart. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Everyone makes choices in life. Some bad, some good. It's called
living, and if you want to bow out, then go right ahead. But don't do it
halfway. Don't linger in whiner's limbo. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I'll have you know that the most delicate flowers often produce the
strongest scent when crushed. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I offer my heart, entrust my soul and give my life to you. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Trust, Kiki said, Trust is peppermints. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Love trumps logic?" "Every time. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You can't let the past ruin your future. 
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I never said it would be easy. Giving up is easy. 
~Maria V. Snyder

The past shouldn't be forgotten. It should be used as a guide for future
situations and not used as a reason to avoid making difficult decisions.
There was always a choice. 
~Maria V. Snyder

...my sanity threatened to take a holiday without me. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Sleep? What's that? A new type of casserole? 
~Maria V. Snyder

No need to act, i let my fear show "He killed himself," i whispered. Eve
raised an eyebrow. "Fourteen times?" "He had bad aim. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Unfortunately, diplomacy was a dance I needed to learn. 
~Maria V. Snyder

But it seems there is more than one way to poison a person's heart,
and it doesn't require a meal. 
~Maria V. Snyder

No hope, is worse than fear. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You're easily distracted by the pattern of the cloth and can't see the
quality of the threads. 
~Maria V. Snyder
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After almost two hours of creeping around the forest, one of the jacks
discovered Belen. He had fallen asleep, and the young man had
literally tripped over him. So much for his reputation. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Every person has the latent ability to read minds and influence the
physical world without touching it, but they don't have the ability to
connect with the power source. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Rand rubbed his hands over his face. His anger had dissipated.
â€œI'm sorry, Yelena. I was backed into a corner and I couldn't get out
without hurting someone. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Reviewing our fight, I asked Janco, â€œWhy do you rhyme when you
fight? 
~Maria V. Snyder

What have I earned from you, Valek? Loyalty? Respect? Trust?" "You
have my attention. But give me what I want, and you can have
everything. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Oh, you made an impression. Like a stone caught in my boot. 
~Maria V. Snyder

For the first time, I was the center of attention. Everyone watched me
as if I were a bomb. Would I explode and cause a disaster or would I
pop and cause a miracle? 
~Maria V. Snyder

One, and two, and three, four, five. Keep fighting like this and you will
die," Janco sang. 
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~Maria V. Snyder

Right before I was escorted to the jail, Fawn waved bye bye to me. I
smiled. My empty, pointless life for hers. Not bad. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Sorry. An overdeveloped nurturing instinct comes with being a healer. 
~Maria V. Snyder

No," I said. "I'm not safe, Belen. Who is going to tear Kerrick's arm off if
he hits me again? Come on," I urged. "Stay with us". 
~Maria V. Snyder

And clay-caked clothes are so last year. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Nice Kerrick was scarier than Mean Kerrick. 
~Maria V. Snyder

The heart is a strange beast and not ruled by logic. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Flea stared at us, "I can't decide what's worse. Losing family members
or not having a family member to lose. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Nothing like having a warrant for your execution to get a girl motivated. 
~Maria V. Snyder

The uniform enhanced his athletic body, and my thoughts drifted to how
magnificent he would look with his uniform puddled around his feet. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Bad dreams are ghosts of our fears and worries, haunting us while we
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sleep. I doubt Valek is in trouble. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Many have tried to kill us. All have failed. -Valek 
~Maria V. Snyder

An execution order hasn't kept us apart before. There are ways to get
around it. We will be together.â€• â€œIs that an order?â€• â€œNo, a
promise. 
~Maria V. Snyder

"Another relative?" Valek asked.  A broad smile stretched Moon Man's
lips. "Yes. I am her mother's uncle's wife's third cousin." 
~Maria V. Snyder

Before he turned away, I asked, 'What do you need?' 'I need you. I
need to give you a proper kiss. I need you to be my mate. 
~Maria V. Snyder

With a touch of sarcasm. "Glass is an amazing material. Versatile. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Poisoned, pursued and living with a psychopath. Not what I would
consider the good life. Death has its perks. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Yes, I thought I'd try electrocution next. Since a bomb, a fire, Vinco's
knife and a brief encounter with outer space didn't kill me. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I'd like you to make a commitment to me as well. Will you be my mate? 
~Maria V. Snyder

I'd wish you luck, but I don't think it would help," "Why not?" "My lady,
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you make your own luck. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You should know what happens when you play with fire, Cahill.
Eventually, you'll get burned. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Oscove?" Valek paused. "He didn't have the stomach for it. 
~Maria V. Snyder

My mind's screaming went unvoiced. Logic grabbed the panic and
wrestled it to the ground. 
~Maria V. Snyder

If you put enough sheep together you have a herd- a force to be
reckoned with. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Ah, Kerry. You've found your heart. Who is she?" ... "A healer, but
she's... gone. 
~Maria V. Snyder

The Queen Seeker was back! 
~Maria V. Snyder

She's the nicest person I know." Zila chewed on her lower lip. "Well, the
second nicest. Avry's the first. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Ursan flourished the knife, threatening me. "Talk, or I'll start cutting off
body parts." "Yours? Or mine?" I kept my voice steady despite my
insides twisting into goo. "It's an important distinction. 
~Maria V. Snyder
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Don't worry," I said. "These men are good. They're going to heal the
world. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You could change into a goat and it would still apply. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You've only had a small glimpse of how insufferable and annoying I can
be. As the older brother, it's my birthright. 
~Maria V. Snyder

It's the effort, not the results that matter. 
~Maria V. Snyder

It had been wishful thinking, plain and simple, dangerous for me to
indulge in. Hope, happiness and freedom were not in my future. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Here we go. Kerrick was as subtle as a thunderstorm. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I doubt I would ever be missed. Noted absent, charged delinquent,
reprimanded but never missed. 
~Maria V. Snyder

It's a dirty way to fight, but I'm late for lunch. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I balled my hands into tight fists to keep them from wrapping around Mr.
I-Know-Everything's superior neck. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Valek: You know a death sentence hasn't kept us apart before. Yelena:
Is that an order Valek? Valek: No, it's a promise! 
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~Maria V. Snyder

It's your fault. I was defending you!â€• I blurted. He paused. â€œIn
protecting my honor, you exposed months of work. I should be
flattered? 
~Maria V. Snyder

Some Queen of the Pipes, I thought. I'd believed I was better than a
mindless drone. But I was the mindless one, hiding away. Even now I
referred to them as if I didn't belong. 
~Maria V. Snyder

There are certain people I trust no matter what. Even when it seems
like they've turned into monsters, you need to stay true to them.
Because, in the end, they'll be the ones backing you up. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Words are easy. It's convincing the heart that's hard. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I peered deeper and found my soul. A little tattered and with some
holes, but there all the same. It had always been there, I realized with
shock. 
~Maria V. Snyder

"How did you - " "Fool your guards? They're not very good. They forgot
to check the ceiling for spiders." Valek grinned. His angular face
softened. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I feel an extremely annoyed thunderstorm nearby," Kade warned.
"Actually, I'm the one annoyed. The thunderstorm could go either way."
- Storm Glass 
~Maria V. Snyder
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Trella! You're here,â€• he said with glee. â€œEven though I'm not as
smart as you, I do know where I am. 
~Maria V. Snyder

They actually think I would abandon the Commander. they have no
concept of loyalty. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I did what any good rat would do. I bit down on the guard's hand until I
tasted blood. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I took three steps and was wrapped in his arms, where I belonged. No
confusion here. No worries here. No troubles here. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Pretty stupid,â€• I called after his retreating form. â€œTo give up
before all possible solutions have been tried. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Yalena: Could you always open your door? Kiki: Yes. Fence, too.
Yalena Why don't you? Kiki: Hay sweet. Fresh water. Peppermints. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Knowledge, whatever the form, could be as effective as a weapon. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I gave him a bored look. I had been threatened many times before and
had learned that the men who didn't make verbal threats were the most
dangerous. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Should haves lead to death 
~Maria V. Snyder
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Don't worry. I'm only your escort tonight. I would offer to protect you
from the drunken attentions of the other men, but I know all too well that
you're quite capagble of holding your own. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I wanted to dissolve into the floor, mixing myself with the hard stone. A
stone had a single purpose: to be. No complicated promises, no worries
and no feelings. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Only Valek would consider an attempt on my life a fascinating
diversion. 
~Maria V. Snyder

To Yelena, our newest food taster. May you last longer than your
predecessor. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Your fear remains strong. You are not ready to face your story,
preferring instead to surround yourself with knots. Someday, they will
strangle you. 
~Maria V. Snyder

You had lots of visitors, but they were all quiet." "Oh real funny. Tease
the blind man." ~Trella to Logan, pg. 114-115 
~Maria V. Snyder

Yippee. I've been promoted from fire lighter to delivery boy. I'll write a
letter home to Mother. She'll be so pleased.â€• --Leif 
~Maria V. Snyder

Nothing says you care for me better than offering to torture my
enemies." He grinned. "No sense doing things halfhearted. And to
think, some girls have to endure listening to poetry. 
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~Maria V. Snyder

Don't feel ashamed for having those feelings and those memories.
What happened in the past can't be changed, but they can be a guide
for what happens in the future. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Living with your decision must be hard. Nothing I or anyone can say will
give you any peace. You must reconcile your actions in your heart. 
~Maria V. Snyder

I'm glad you're here. We've had some...interesting developments." Leif
groaned. "That's Yelena-speak for life-threatening danger. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Don't knock the power of a pest," Leif said. "Persistance and
stubborness can be useful in many situations. 
~Maria V. Snyder

When the effort fails, is it worth the cost? 
~Maria V. Snyder

His words sliced through my heart, cutting it into little pathetic pieces. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Being a scrub was undesirable and hard work, living in crowded
conditions with no privacy and just being one of many.
Undistinguishable. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Lying to yourself is easy, too. I know. It's much harder to stay and deal
with consequences. 
~Maria V. Snyder
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Maximum damage. It was the beginning of the end. Either we would fail
or not. At least we could say we tried. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Knowing and believing are sometimes hard to combine. 
~Maria V. Snyder

Sieges weathered, fight together, friends forever. 
~Maria V. Snyder

There, that's better. Now you look like the wild scrub that fell into my
life." "Because you loosened the vent's screws." "Best. Decision. Ever. 
~Maria V. Snyder
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